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Choose to honor your parents
Value the lives of others as you value your own
Be committed to the sanctity of marriage
Respect others by respecting what they possess
Sanctify truth in all your relationships
Desire God’s best for others

TAKING IT HOME…
In Philippians 2:1-11, the Apostle Paul uses Jesus’
coming, living, and dying for us as the supreme example
of loving others (us) sacrificially (especially verses 3-8).
Read through Paul’s example and list the ways that Jesus
demonstrated loving sacrifice.
Admittedly Jesus sets a very high standard and none of us
is God. However, are there things Jesus did that could be
a part of how you treat others?
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Consider the relationships listed above (#’s1-6 from
Deuteronomy 5:16-21). How could you apply the qualities
of sacrificial love that Jesus demonstrated to the
relationships you are in?
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Some really good news is that we are not alone in loving
others sacrificially. As we choose to love God supremely
we open up our lives to the work of His Spirit within us.
Ask God to help you love Him more supremely and to love
others more sacrificially.
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Message Notes

5:1-15 Love God Supremely
5:16-21 Love others _______________
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